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Modified gravity (MG) scenarios have been advocated to account for the dark energy phenomenon in the
universe. These models predict departures from general relativity on large cosmic scales that can be tested
through a variety of probes such as observations of galaxy clusters among others. Here, we investigate the
imprint of MG models on the internal mass distribution of clusterlike halos as probed by the dark matter
halo sparsity. To this purpose we perform a comparative analysis of the properties of the halo sparsity using
N-body simulation halo catalogs of a standard flat ΛCDM model and MG scenarios from the
DUSTGRAIN-pathfinder simulation suite. We find that the onset of the screening mechanism leaves a
distinct signature in the redshift evolution of the ensemble average halos sparsity. Measurements of the
sparsity of galaxy clusters from currently available mass estimates are unable to test MG models due to the
large uncertainties on the cluster masses. We show that this should be possible in the future provided large
cluster samples with cluster masses determined to better than 30% accuracy level.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.102.043501

I. INTRODUCTION

Modified gravity (MG) models have been proposed to
explain the origin of the dark energy in the universe (for
review, see, e.g., [1,2]). In such scenarios departures from
Einstein’s theory of general relativity (GR) occur at large
cosmic scales resulting in a late-time phase of cosmic
accelerated expansion. In contrast, GR is recovered at small
scales through screening mechanisms that grant MG
models to satisfy the stringent gravity constraints from
Solar System experiments (see [3] for a general review).
The deviations from GR at large scales not only modify the
cosmic expansion, but also affect the growth of matter
density fluctuations, thus leaving testable imprints on the
cosmic structures (see [4,5] for a review of cosmological
tests of MG). A particularly popular model of MG is the
fðRÞ gravity theory [6,7], where the scalar curvature R in
the standard Einstein-Hilbert action integral is replaced by a
function fðRÞ. More specifically, Hu and Sawicki [8] have
proposed a form of the fðRÞ function which results in a
cosmic background expansion that matches the standard
ΛCDM one, though leaving direct imprints on the for-
mation and evolution of cosmic structures.

Several studies have investigated the signature of MG
models, and in particular of the Hu and Sawicki [8] fðRÞ
gravity scenario, on galaxy cluster observables such as the
cluster abundance and its redshift evolution [9–12].
Differences between the cluster mass profile inferred from
lensing shear measurements and the dynamical analyses of
the cluster content can also be indicative of violation of GR
(see, e.g., [13,14]). This is because lensed photons tracing
the mass profile do not experience fifth-force effects. This
is not the case for dynamical mass estimates obtained from
the analysis of galaxy dispersion velocities (see, e.g., [15])
or the hydrostatic equilibrium of the intracluster gas [16].
Moreover, fifth-force effects can modify the cluster mass-
temperature relation [17]. Finally, the growth of structures
in MG scenarios can lead to halo mass profiles which differ
from those expected in the standard ΛCDM model (see,
e.g., [18–20]).
Here, we study the imprint of fðRÞ MG models on the

sparsity of dark matter halos. Originally introduced in [21],
the halo sparsity provides a direct observational proxy of
the mass distribution in halos. Its use as a cosmic probe has
been extensively investigated in the literature [21–23].
These studies have shown that the halo sparsity provides
several advantages compared to testing cosmology with the
more common concentration-mass relation approach (see,*Pier-Stefano.Corasaniti@obspm.fr
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e.g., [24]). On the one hand, it is much less affected by
astrophysical systematics as well as selection effects. On
the other hand its ensemble average value at a given redshift
can be predicted from prior knowledge of the halo mass
function. This provides a simple quantitative framework to
perform cosmological parameter inference analyses. Past
studies have mainly investigated the basic properties of the
halo sparsity in the context of ΛCDM-like models. The
work presented here intends to extend these analyses to MG
scenarios. To this purpose we have performed a numerical
study using N-body halo catalogs of fðRÞ model simu-
lations. We find that the basic properties of the halo sparsity
hold valid also in the case of MG models. Furthermore, the
different onset of the screening mechanism leaves a distinct
imprint of the fðRÞ models on the redshift evolution of the
ensemble average halo sparsity. We show that this can be
tested with measurements of the sparsity of galaxy clusters.
We perform a simple data model comparison as working
example and evaluate the observational requirements that
in the future would allow us to distinguish among the
simulated models.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we describe

the numerical simulation dataset and review the basic
properties of the halo sparsity. We present the results of
our study in Sec. III and Sec. IV, while in Sec. V we present
our conclusions.

II. METHODOLOGY

A. Dark matter halo sparsity primer

The dark matter halo sparsity is defined as [21]:

sΔ1;Δ2
¼ MΔ1

MΔ2

; ð1Þ

where MΔ1
and MΔ2

are the halo masses enclosing the
overdensities Δ1 and Δ2 respectively with Δ1 < Δ2 (in
units of the background density ρb or the critical density
ρc). This provides a nonparametric characterisation of the
halo mass distribution, while carrying cosmological infor-
mation encoded in the mass profile. As shown in [21], the
properties of the halo sparsities are independent of the
choice of the overdensity units. Moreover, the cosmologi-
cal signal encoded in the sparsity increases as the difference
betweenΔ1 andΔ2 is largest. Nonetheless, the values ofΔ1

and Δ2 cannot be arbitrarily chosen. On the one hand,
values of Δ1 ≲ 100 should be excluded since the definition
of halo as a distinct object becomes ambiguous, while for
Δ2 ≳ 2000 the sparsity probes inner regions of the halo
mass profile where astrophysical processes acting on the
baryon content may alter the halo mass distribution and
dilute the cosmological signal.
Halos with density radial distributions which are well fit

by the Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) profile [25] have
sparsity values that are in a one-to-one correspondence

with the value of the concentration parameter. In such a
case the sparsity does not provide additional information on
the halo mass distribution compared to that already
encoded in the concentration. However, as shown in [21]
not all halos have profiles that are exactly described by the
NFW function. Consequently, the concentration is no
longer informative of the halo density profile and its
cosmological dependence. This is not the case for the halo
sparsity which remains close to a constant valuewith a small
intrinsic scatter even for halos which exhibit large deviations
from the NFW profile. Such constant value is found to only
vary with redshift and cosmology, thus providing a cosmo-
logical proxy. This can be easily understood by noticing that
the sparsity quantifies the mass excess between the radii rΔ1

and rΔ2
relative to the mass enclosed in the inner radius rΔ2

,
i.e., sΔ1;Δ2

¼ ΔM=MΔ2
þ 1. Hence, at a given redshift the

sparsity is smaller in a cosmological model where the
assembly of a halo occurs at earlier times, since the mass
assembled within the inner radius is greater than in a model
where the halo formation is delayed [26,27].
As shown in [21–23] a key property of the halo sparsity

is its nearly independence on the halo mass MΔ1
. In fact,

this implies that the ensemble average sparsity at a given
redshift can be predicted from prior knowledge of the halo
mass function at the overdensity of interests. More spe-
cifically, it follows that:

Z
Mmax

Δ2

Mmin
Δ2

dn
dMΔ2

d lnMΔ2
¼ y

Z
y·Mmax

Δ2

y·Mmin
Δ2

dn
dMΔ1

d lnMΔ1
; ð2Þ

which can be solved numerically to infer the value of y ¼
hsΔ1;Δ2

i given the mass functions dn=dMΔ1
and dn=dMΔ2

respectively. The validity of Eq. (2) has been extensively
tested in [21–23]. It is worth noticing that the validity of
Eq. (2) also implies the validity of the following relation:

hsΔ1;Δ2
i≡

�
MΔ1

MΔ2

�
≈
h1=MΔ2

i
h1=MΔ1

i : ð3Þ

Hence, for an ensemble of halos one has three distinct ways
to estimate the average halo sparsity which provide a set of
consistency relations whose validity can be used to test the
presence of outliers in galaxy cluster samples [23].
Hereafter, we will test the validity of these properties in

the context of MG models.

B. Numerical simulation dataset

We use the numerical halo catalogs from the
DUSTGRAIN-pathfinder simulation suite [28]. This con-
sists of N-body simulations of a ð750 Mpc=hÞ3 volume
with Np ¼ 7683 particles (corresponding to a mass reso-
lution of mp ≈ 8 × 1010 M⊙=h) of a flat ΛCDM scenario
and three MG models (with and without massive neutrinos)
in the form of the Hu and Sawicki [8] fðRÞ gravity theory.
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In particular, the fðRÞ gravity models included in our
simulation suite are specified by the following values of the
characteristic parameter fR0 ¼ −10−4 (fR4), −10−5 (fR5)
and −10−6 (fR6). The standard cosmological parameters
have been set to values consistent with the results of the
Planck-2015 cosmological data analysis [29]: matter den-
sity Ωm ¼ 0.31345, baryon density Ωb ¼ 0.0481, Hubble
constant H0 ¼ 67.31 km s−1Mpc−1, scalar spectral index
ns ¼ 0.9658 and root-mean-square amplitude of the linear
density fluctuations on the 8 Mpc=h scale σ8 ¼ 0.847. The
simulations have been carried out with the MG-Gadget
code [30]. We refer the readers to [28] for a detailed
description of the simulation characteristics.
Here, we only consider the halo catalogs from the

simulations without massive neutrinos. Halos in the sim-
ulations have been detected using the spherical overdensity
algorithm [31–33] at overdensities Δ ¼ 200ρc; 500ρc and
1000ρc respectively. Since we are interested on cluster-size
halos we limit our analysis to halos with mass
M200c > 1013 M⊙ h−1. Moreover, we focus on a subsample
of matched halos, i.e., identical halos in the different
overdensity catalogs, such that the values of M200c,
M500c and M1000c concern the mass profile of the same
halo. To this purpose, for each redshift snapshot we have
identified all the halos in the Δ ¼ 500ρc and 1000ρc
catalogs which have center-of-mass coordinates that differ
from those of the halos in the Δ ¼ 200ρc catalog by less
than the spatial resolution of the simulation.

III. RESULTS

A. Standard ΛCDM model

We compute the halo sparsity s200;500, s200;1000, and
s500;1000 of the matched halos from the ΛCDM model
simulation. In Fig. 1 we plot the averaged sparsities as
function of MΔ1

in logarithmic mass bins of size
Δ lnMΔ1

¼ 0.3 at different redshifts. The error bars re-
present the dispersion around the mean which is dominated

by the intrinsic scatter of the halo sparsity. As expected, we
find that the average sparsity remains constant as function
of halo mass to very good approximation and well within
the estimated dispersion. In all cases, the variation slightly
increases with redshift, though never exceeding the 6%
level over two decades in mass at z ¼ 2. The dispersion
also remains roughly constant with halo mass and of order
of ∼20% level. This is consistent with the findings of
[21,22]. In Fig. 2 we plot the values of the ensemble
average halo sparsities at different redshifts against the
values inferred from the halo mass function relation Eq. (2)
and the evaluation of the ratio of the ensemble averages of
the inverse halo masses as given by Eq. (3). In order to
compute Eq. (2) we have used a polynomial fit to the
numerical halo mass function of the matched halos at the
different overdensities. The uncertainties on the estimated
value of the average sparsity correspond to the propagation
of the Poisson errors on the estimated mass functions. We
can see that also these estimates agree to numerical
accuracy with one another, which is consistent with the
findings of [23]. We would like to stress that the redshift
dependence of the sparsity in the interval 0 < z < 1 shown
in Fig. 2 is not a spurious effect of the pseudoevolution of
the halo mass due to the variation of the reference density
[34]. In fact, being the sparsity a mass ratio the pseudoe-
volution between the two overdensities cancels out at
leading order, while it is the difference in the physical
growth of the halo that drives the redshift variation of the
sparsity.

B. f ðRÞ models

Similarly to the ΛCDM case, we compute the halo
sparsity s200;500, s200;1000, and s500;1000 of the matched halos
from the fðRÞ model simulations. In Fig. 3 we plot the
average sparsities as function of MΔ1

in mass bins of size
Δ lnMΔ1

¼ 0.3 at z ¼ 0 (red circles), 0.5 (blue triangles), 1
(yellow squares), and 2 (cyan stars) for the fR6 (top
panels), fR5 (central panels) and fR4 (bottom panels)

FIG. 1. Average halo sparsity hs200;500i (left panel), hs200;1000i (middle panel), and hs500;1000i as function of MΔ1
in mass bins of size

Δ lnMΔ1
¼ 0.3 at z ¼ 0 (red circles), 0.5 (blue triangles), 1 (yellow squares), and 2 (cyan stars) for the ΛCDM model simulation. The

mass points at different redshifts have been displaced for visual purposes. The errors bars correspond to the standard deviation around
the mean value, which is dominated by the intrinsic scatter of the halo sparsity.
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FIG. 2. Ensemble average sparsity estimates for the ΛCDM model. Red circles corresponds to the ensemble average halo sparsity
hs200;500i (left panel), hs200;1000i (middle panel) and hs500;1000i at z ¼ 0, 0.5, 1, 1.4 and 2 respectively. In each panel the yellow squares
corresponds to the estimate of the average sparsity from Eq. (3), while the cyan stars are the estimates from the mass function relation
Eq. (2).

FIG. 3. As in Fig. 1 for the MG models: fR6 (top panels), fR5 (central panels), and fR4 (bottom panels) respectively.
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models respectively. As in the ΛCDM case, we can see that
the halo sparsity remains constant to good approximation
as function of MΔ1

. Notice that the fR6 case exhibits a
trend which closely matches that of theΛCDMmodel. This
is not surprising since in the fR6model the deviations from
GR occurs on such large scales that even the least massive
halos are screened. In Fig. 4 we plot the comparison
between the ensemble average halo sparsity hs500;1000i
against the estimates obtained from Eq. (2) and Eq. (3)
for the different MG models. Again, we find the different
average sparsity estimates to be consistent with one
another. For conciseness we do not show the other sparsity
configurations for which we find such consistency relations
to also stand true. Notice that the validity of Eq. (2) implies
that the availability of a parametric modeling of the halo
mass function for different mass overdensities can provide
us with a viable tool to predicted the average halo sparsity
for a generic MG model. This is an aspect that is key to
perform parameter inference analysis of MG models from
sparsity measurements and which we leave to future work.
The fact that the basic sparsity properties hold valid also

in the case of MG models is essentially because the
assembly of dark matter halos remains a bottom-up
process. Differences with the respect to the ΛCDM
scenario only manifest at the level of the redshift evolution
of the ensemble average halo sparsity. This can be better

appreciated in Fig. 5 where we plot hs200;500i, hs200;1000i,
and hs500;1000i as function of redshift. Notice that the
evolution of average sparsities in the fR6 model closely
matches that of the ΛCDM, this is not the case of the fR5
and fR4 models which depart from the ΛCDM prediction
at low and high redshift respectively. These trends result
from the different onset of the screening mechanism in the
simulated MG models and the effect of the fifth-force on
the halo formation. As clearly shown in [35], the larger the
deviations from GR (i.e., the greater jfR0j) the earlier the
onset of the fifth-force, this has the effect of increasing
the growth of matter density fluctuations from small to
large scales relative to the ΛCDM model. Because of this,
dark matter halos assemble at earlier time than in ΛCDM,
consequently the inner halo mass is larger (i.e., the halo is
more concentrated) and the corresponding sparsity is lower.
Once the massive halos are assembled, the impact on the
halo mass profile depends on the mass scale of the
screening mechanism. As an example, the authors of
[36] have investigate the imprint of the screening mecha-
nism on the velocity dispersion of massive halos using the
same DUSTGRAIN-pathfinder suite catalogs. They have
found that in the fR6 model all relevant halo mass scales
are screened, consequently the velocity dispersion in
cluster-size halos matches that of the ΛCDM model. In
contrast, for the fR4 model all mass scales are unscreened

FIG. 4. Ensemble average halo sparsity hs500;1000i estimates for fR6 (left panel), fR5 (central panel), and fR4 (right panel) at z ¼ 0,
0.5, 1, 1.4, and 2 respectively.

FIG. 5. Redshift evolution of the ensemble average halo sparsities hs200;500i (left panel), hs200;1000i (middle panel), and hs500;1000i for
ΛCDM (red circles), fR6 (blue triangles), fR5 (green squares) and fR4 (cyan circles) respectively.
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and the velocity dispersions are boosted by a constant
factor as function of halo mass. The case fR5 represents an
intermediate situation with the fifth-force enhancing by a
constant factor the velocity dispersion for masses
≲1013–1014 M⊙ h−1. Such effects can account for the
trends shown in Fig. 5. More specifically, in the fR4model
the growth of matter density fluctuations is larger at earlier
times than in the ΛCDM case. This leads to the formation
of more concentrated halos at high-redshifts, thus resulting
in a lower average sparsity than in ΛCDM. However, once
the most massive halos are assembled at later times, the
fifth-force effect equally enhance their mass profiles at
different radii consistently with the finding of [36]
which results in an average sparsity evolution that follows
that of the standard ΛCDM scenario. In the fR5 case the
emergence of fifth-force effects occur at later times than
fR4. Hence, while at high-redshift the halo formation is
similar to the ΛCDM case, at low-redshifts the halos are
more concentrated, thus resulting in lower average halo
sparsities.
The trends shown in Fig. 5 suggest that an accurate

determination of the average sparsity in large samples of
clusters at different redshifts can provide a complementary
test of the imprints MG models.

IV. TESTING MODIFIED GRAVITY WITH
GALAXY CLUSTER SPARSITY

The sparsity of galaxy clusters can be determined from
cluster mass measurements at different overdensities. These
can be obtained through a variety of methods (see, e.g., [37]
for a review). Mass measurements based on the analysis of
shear lensing profile of clusters give estimates that are to a
large extent independent of the specificities of the MG
models considered. This is because in a wide range of MG
scenarios lensed photons are not affected by fifth-force
effects. Hence, the inferred cluster sparsities can be directly
compared to that predicted from the analysis of N-body
halo catalogs.
As shown in [22], measurements of the cluster sparsity

can be used to infer cosmological parameter constraints.
The halo sparsity is primarily sensitive to the cosmic matter
densityΩm and the amplitude of matter density fluctuations
σ8. These are degenerate parameters since they both
determine the overall amplitude and redshift evolution of
the average halo sparsity. Because of this, cluster sparsities
mainly constrain the combination S8 ¼ σ8

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Ωm

p
. As we

have seen in the previous section, MG models introduce a
characteristic imprint on the redshift evolution of the
average sparsity. Hence, we may expect that the constraints
on the MG amplitude parameter jfR0j are less affected by
degeneracies with other cosmological parameters such as
S8, though they may impact the overall goodness-of-fit.
It is beyond the scope of this work to perform a full

cosmological parameter inference analysis of MG models.
Nevertheless, as a working example we compare the

redshift evolution of the average sparsity hs200;500i from
the DUSTGRAIN-pathfinder simulations against estimates
from a selected sample of lensing shear profile masses
from the Literature Catalogs Lensing Clusters1 (LC2-single,
[38]). More specifically, we focus on cluster mass mea-
surements obtained from a 2-parameter fit of the measured
shear profile of clusters. For each of the 187 clusters in our
sample we compute the sparsity from the ratio of the
available mass measurements at Δ ¼ 200ρc and 500ρc and
estimate the uncertainties from error propagation of the
mass measurement errors. We evaluate the average sparsity
in different redshift bins of size Δz ¼ 0.2. These are shown
in Fig. 6 against the interpolated trends from the N-body
halo samples. It is worth remarking that the uncertainties on
the average sparsity estimates are dominated by the errors
on the cluster mass measurements. We have compared the
curves of the different models against the data to find the
following χ2 values: χ2ΛCDM ¼ 10.1, χ2fR6 ¼ 10.6, χ2fR5 ¼
11.1 and χ2fR4 ¼ 9.9. As we can see the differences in the
goodness-of-fit are Δχ2 ≲ 1.2, thus the models are sta-
tistically indistinguishable from one another with current
cluster sparsity measurements.
It is instructive to evaluate the level of accuracy necessary

for estimates of the average sparsity to distinguish the MG
models considered here. Following [22], we approximate the
errors on average sparsity measurements as:

FIG. 6. Interpolated redshift evolution of the ensemble average
halo sparsities hs200;500i for ΛCDM (blue solid line), fR6 (green
dashed line), fR5 (red dash-dot line), and fR4 (magenta dot line)
from the DUSTGRAIN-pathfindermatched halo catalogs against
average cluster sparsity estimates in redshift bins of sizeΔz ¼ 0.2
from a selected sample of lensing mass measurements from the
LC2-single catalog [38].

1http://pico.oabo.inaf.it/sereno/CoMaLit/LC2/
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σz ≈ hsfid200;500ðzÞieM
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2=NðzÞ

p
; ð4Þ

that is the propagation of error on the average sparsity
hsfid200;500ðzÞi for a given fiducial cosmology and at a given
redshift as estimated from a set of NðzÞ independent cluster
sparsity measurements with identical fractional mass meas-
urement errors eM. We consider the following observational
scenarios. A sample of 1000 clusters equally distributed in
five equally spaced redshift bins in the range 0.2 < z < 1.6,
as one that can be drawn from the upcoming eROSITA x-ray
cluster survey [39].We assume fractionalmass errors of 30%
and 5% respectively. The former case corresponds to
uncertainties on mass measurements as expected from the
use of scaling-relations of x-ray proxies (see, e.g., [40]),
while the latter case is a more idealistic scenario that relies
upon the determination of accurate hydrostatic masses from
high-angular resolution observations of the cluster temper-
ature and surface brightness profile for the clusters in the
sample. Finally, we consider a Euclid-like survey scenario
with a redshift distribution of several hundred clusters and
fractional errors of ≲5% up to z ∼ 1.6 from weak lensing
estimated masses as the scenario investigated in [41]. In
Fig. 7 we plot the difference of the average sparsity trends
shown in Fig. 6 relative to the ΛCDM model against
expectations for three observational scenarios we have
considered. We can see that an x-ray survey-like with a
30% accuracy on the cluster mass measurements would be
able to distinguish the fR4 and fR5 models from ΛCDM,

while aEuclid-like surveymaybe able to test deviations from
GR at the level of fR6 models.

V. CONCLUSIONS

The dark matter halo sparsity provides a nonparametric
characterisation of the mass distribution of halos in terms of
the ratio of the halo masses enclosing two different over-
densities. This carries cosmological dependent information
encoded in the halo mass profile and can be tested using
mass estimates of galaxy clusters. Previous studies in the
literature have investigated the properties of the halo
sparsity and its use as a complementary probe of galaxy
cluster cosmology in the context of ΛCDM-like models.
Here, we have extended these analyses to the case of fðRÞ
MG scenarios. To this purpose we have used numerical
N-body halo catalogs from the DUSTGRAIN-pathfinder
simulations suite. We have shown that similarly to ΛCDM
cosmologies, the halo sparsity remains nearly constant as
function of halo mass with a relatively small intrinsic
scatter. This implies that its ensemble average value can be
inferred from prior knowledge of the halo mass function at
the overdensity of interests. Another consequence of this
property is the fact that the ensemble average sparsity
coincides with the ratio of the ensemble average of the
inverse halo masses at the overdensities considered. We
have found both properties to be valid also for fðRÞ MG
models. Finally, we have found that fðRÞMGmodels leave
a distinct imprint on the redshift evolution of the average
halo sparsity that differs from that expected in ΛCDM. In
particular, we have shown that the different redshift trends
are a manifestation of the different onset of the screening
mechanism in the simulated MG models. Average sparsity
estimates from shear lensing mass measurements of galaxy
clusters currently available are unable to distinguish among
the predicted trends. However, this could be achieved in the
future with sufficiently large cluster samples provided
cluster masses are determined to better than 30% accuracy
level.
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hundred clusters with mass errors ≲5% up to z ¼ 1.6 as in
[41] (cyan squares).
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